Full featured CGM and TIFF Viewer for busy professionals.

VizEx Pro is a versatile utility for viewing, printing and
converting CGM and TIFF files.


Faster viewing speed, without delays, saving you
time and money.



Complete support for CGM’s generated by the
leading Oil & Gas software solutions



Reliable viewing of seismic and well log
graphics

RIP Option (Larson Continuous Printing add-on):
Continuous printing of large/long files with Larson's RIP
technology. Print faster and more reliably than the
Windows printing system. Plots can be hundreds of feet
long, avoiding print driver and printer RAM limitations.
Extra Long Printing - No problem. Large Drawings,
Seismic, and Well Logs are often hundreds of feet long.


Fast - Fast print processing, making your team
more productive.



Accurate - Perfectly scaled, high resolution output.



Enhanced Mark-up features with measuring
tools. No need for expensive technical illustration
software.



Efficient - Maximize your "printing time." More
prints per day. Printers are busy printing, not busy
rasterizing files!



Format Conversion - Convert CGM, TIFF and EMF
files to formats compatible with desktop
applications.





Scaled printing options for your Windows
compatible printers and plotters.

Easy - No need to mess with custom page sizes.
Just select a printer, and the RIP option
determines the exact size and automatically cuts
the paper.



No wasted paper!

VizEx Pro, the leading CGM and TIFF viewer.
Put it to work on every Professional's desktop.
License: Subscription
Versions: Desktop or Network
Platforms: Windows 7, 8 and 10, Server
2008 and later
Input: CGM v1-4, TIFF, DWG and EMF
Input Profiles: ATA, CALS, PIP, Seismic+, S1000D,
Webcams
Output: CGM, JPEG, PNG, and TIFF
Printers: HP, Canon, Xerox, and others
RIP Option: Print extra-long and large files
with the Larson RIP Option
Plotters: HP, OCE, OYO, and Xerox
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